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Confirmation of the genetic association between the
U2AF homology motif (UHM) kinase 1 (UHMK1) gene
and schizophrenia on chromosome 1q23.3
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UHMK1 has previously been implicated as a susceptibility gene for schizophrenia in the 1q23.3 region by
significant evidence of allelic and haplotypic association between schizophrenia and several genetic
markers at UHMK1 in a London-based case–control sample. Further fine mapping of the UHMK1 gene locus
in the University College London schizophrenia case–control sample was carried out with tagging SNPs.
Two additional SNPs were found to be associated with schizophrenia (rs6604863 P¼0.02, rs10753578
P¼0.017). Tests of allelic and haplotypic association were then carried out in a second independent
sample from Aberdeen consisting of 858 individuals with schizophrenia and 591 controls. Two of these
SNPs also showed association in the Aberdeen sample (rs7513662 P¼0.0087, rs10753578 P¼0.022) and
several haplotypes were associated (global permutation P¼0.0004). When the UCL and Aberdeen samples
were combined three SNPs (rs7513662 P¼0.0007, rs6427680 P¼0.0252, rs6694863 P¼0.015) and several
haplotypes showed association (eg HAP-A, HAP-B, HAP-C permutation P¼0.00005). The finding of allelic
association with markers in the UHMK1 gene might help explain why it has not been possible, despite great
effort, to satisfactorily confirm previously reported associations between schizophrenia and the genes
RGS4 and NOS1AP/CAPON. These genes flank UHMK1 and all three loci are within a 700 kb region showing
linkage to schizophrenia. The confirmation of association between UHMK1 and schizophrenia, rather than
RGS4 and NOS1AP in the London sample, points to the possibility that previous efforts to accurately fine
map a gene in the 1q23.3 region have lacked accuracy or may have suffered from methodological flaws.
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Introduction
Two linkage studies have found significant evidence for

linkage between genetic markers on chromosome 1q23.3

and schizophrenia with lods of 6.48 and 3.2.1,2 Another

study from Taiwan found a lod of 0.85 at 1q23.3 over the

marker D1S1679 which is between the genes NOS1AP

(CAPON) and RGS4.3 A combined allelic association,

cytogenetic and family linkage study on chromosome 1

using heterochromatic C-band variants in the 1q22.1–23

region and found cosegregation of a 1qH (C-band) variant

and Duffy blood group alleles with schizophrenia in a

single family,4 a meta analysis conducted by Lewis et al5

found consistency in linkage studies on 1p13.3–1q23.3

with a significance for non random positive lod scores of

P¼0.0235 and P¼0.0136 under weighted analysis. Other

linkage studies from Finland found significant maximal

evidence for linkage to schizophrenia with the marker

D1S2891 with a lod of 3.8 at 1q32.2 in a position that was

telomeric to 1q23.3 but proximal to the DISC1 locus at

1q42.1 DISC 1 locus.6,7 Two further analyses from Finland

in independent family samples found a lod of 3.218 and

then 2.7 at the more distal position of 1q42 near the DISC

1 locus.7 Three further linkage studies found less con-

clusive but supportive evidence for linkage to schizophre-

nia at 1q23.3 with a lod of 1.7 at a position 20 cM proximal

to DISC1.9 A linkage study based on a combined UK/USA

sample supported linkage at 1q23.3 with a lod of 1.80 with

the marker D1S196, which is the same marker that showed

a lod of 3.20 at 1q23.3 in the UK/Icelandic genome

scan.2,10 Any interpretation of these positive 1q23.3

linkage studies must lead to the conclusion that locus

heterogeneity is present. However both the family-based

parametric lod method and the sib pair linkage method

have been employed and both have given positive

evidence of linkage in at least two regions of 1q. The lod

method in families would tend to favour detection of

relatively rare high penetrance loci whereas the sib pair

method linkage might be better at detecting common

susceptibility variants. At present the linkage studies lead

one to strongly suspect that there are two independent

schizophrenia susceptibility loci at 1q23.3 and 1q42 but it

is uncertain if the disease alleles are at high or low

frequency.

Claims that the CAPON and RGS4 genes which are 700 kb

apart on chromosome 1q23.3 show genetic association

with schizophrenia, have been published but no clear cut

replication has been published for any of the markers

originally showing association within NOS1AP/CAPON.11–13

RGS4 has been found to be associated with schizophrenia

in a minority of studies14,15 and some doubt exists about its

validity as a schizophrenia susceptibility gene. Our original

genetic association studies excluded both the NOS1AP/

CAPON and RGS4 loci in the UCL case–control sample.13,14

Our original study of UHMK116 found positive allelic

association with two neighbouring microsatellites (D1Z12

and D1Z13) and two SNPs within UHMK1 (rs10494370 and

rs7513662), with two additional SNPs showing a trend

towards association (rs423227 and rs6427680). A third

microsatellite (D1Z18) in between the steroid dehydrogen-

ase gene HSD17B7 and RGS4 was also weakly associated.

The marker D1S1679, which lies between UHMK1 and

CAPON has been implicated in two family-based studies of

schizophrenia using tests of transmission disequilibrium17

and the extended transmission disequilibrium test

(ETDT).18 The ETDT was carried out in multiply affected

families, in which situation it cannot distinguish between

linkage and association, so the latter finding may just

reflect the presence of linkage to 1q23.3. However, the

former study does support the presence of association

between D1S1679 and schizophrenia and hence that

variants in either CAPON or UHMK1, or in both, may

influence susceptibility.

The microsatellite marker D1Z18 is close to the hydro-

xysteroid (17-b) dehydrogenase 7 gene (HSD17B7) on

1q23.3. We have now genotyped tagging SNPs derived

from HapMap to test whether HSD17B7may be involved in

the susceptibility to schizophrenia and have also geno-

typed additional HapMap tagging SNPs in the UHMK1 gene

selected to cover a larger region. We have carried out

linkage disequilibrium (LD) analyses of the whole 700 kb

region including markers in NOS1AP (CAPON), UHMK1,

RGS4 and HSD17B7. Markers localised within UHMK1 and

known to show association in the UCL sample have also

been genotyped in a replication case–control sample from

Aberdeen.

Materials and methods
The methods and DNA samples employed have been

described previously in published research. The UCL

sample was used to detect genetic association between

schizophrenia and the Enthoprotin (Epsin 4) gene19 as well

as the Pericentriolar Material 1 gene.20 Part of the Aberdeen

sample was employed in a positive replication of associa-

tion between NRG1 and schizophrenia.21 The UCL case–

control sample consisted of DNA from 450 volunteers with

schizophrenia (70% male, 30% female, mean age 44.8) and

450 controls (46% male, 54% female, mean age 36.5). All

subjects were included only if both parents were of English,

Irish, Welsh or Scottish descent and if three out of four

grandparents were of the same descent. One grandparent

was permitted to be of Caucasian European origin but not

of Jewish or non-EU ancestry, based on the EU countries

before the recent enlargement (2004). The ancestry

information was recorded in an Ancestry Questionnaire

and it was confirmed from the family histories recorded in

medical records. UK National Health Service (NHS) multi-

centre and local research ethics committee approval was

obtained and all subjects signed an approved consent form
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after reading an information sheet. All 450 schizophrenic

research subjects had previously been diagnosed and

assessed by NHS psychiatrists as part of routine clinical

diagnosis and treatment. Subjects with short-term drug-

induced psychoses, learning disabilities, head injuries and

other symptomatic psychoses were excluded. Schizophre-

nic subjects were recruited on the basis of having an

International Classification of Diseases version 10 (ICD10)

diagnosis of schizophrenia recorded in the medical case

notes. The Schizophrenia and Affective Disorders Schedule-

Lifetime Schedule (SADS-L) interview22 was then com-

pleted for all cases and controls. Cases were defined as

having schizophrenia according to the ‘probable’ level of

the Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC). The ‘supernormal’

control subjects were selected based on not having a family

history of schizophrenia, alcoholism or bipolar disorder

and for having no past or present personal history of any

RDC defined mental disorder.

The replication study sample from Aberdeen consisted

of DNA from 858 cases of schizophrenia and 591 controls.

The cases were diagnosed at interview with the SCID

(N¼ 717) and by use of case note inspection and also

by using the OPCRIT to derive DSM IIIR diagnoses.

The controls were drawn from the same Scottish popula-

tion. They were recruited as volunteers via general practices

and screened for absence of psychiatric illness. They were

sex matched. Genomic DNA was extracted from whole

blood samples using a standard cell lysis, proteinase

K digestion, phenol/chloroform ethanol precipitation

method. All DNA samples were quantified by fluorimetry

with Picogreen (Molecular Probes). Tagging SNPs

where ascertained for all genes from the international

HapMap Project CEU data with the use of the Haploview

Tagger function on its default settings.23,24 In Puri et al16

UHMK1 tagging SNPs covering the genomic extent and

5Kb upstream and 6.5Kb downstream region from

HapMap phase II Release 19, captured 100% of alleles at

r240.8 mean max r2¼0.972 were used. In this study three

additional SNPs were selected and genotyped to further

fine map 30Kb of the downstream region. Nine

SNPs within HSD17B7 from HapMap phase II release 20

were selected using Tagger. Eight of these assays were

successful and these captured 90% of alleles at r240.8

mean max r2¼ 0.996. The assay that failed (rs7530544),

had a HapMap CEU minor allele frequency of 0.008. All

SNP markers were genotyped by the KASPar method, which

is a modification of the Amplifluor method (KBiosciences,

Hoddesdon, UK). In all 17% of samples on each microtitre

plate were reduplicated to detect error and confirm the

reproducibility of genotypes. These data were then

analysed to confirm Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE).

Markers with lack of HWE in the control group were

rejected and repeated. The genotype data was analysed

separately by 96-well DNA plate using SCANGROUP to test

for plate by plate differences in haplotype frequencies.25

Some genotyping errors can show up as rare haplotypes

occurring on just a single plate whereas true haplotypic

associations will be manifest as certain haplotypes being

preponderant among cases or controls spread across a

number of plates.

Genotypic and allelic associations of individual markers

were tested for using w2 tests. Tests for haplotypic associa-

tion were carried out using GENECOUNTING, which

computes maximum likelihood estimates of haplotype

frequencies from phase-unknown data, and the empirical

significance was obtained using permutation tests.25–27

GENECOUNTING was also used to calculate pairwise

linkage disequilibrium between all markers, and their

relationship was viewed on LocusView 2.0 (Broad

Institute).28

Results
The SNPs at HSD17B7 (Figure 1) did not demonstrate allelic

or haplotypic association with schizophrenia (Table 1).

Results from typing additional markers around UHMK1,

along with results from the five SNPs previously found to

be associated with schizophrenia16 are shown in Table 2.

Two of the new SNPs, rs6604863 and rs10753578, were

found to be associated with schizophrenia (P¼ 0.02 and

P¼0.017 respectively). A third marker, rs6704428, showed

a trend towards allelic association (P¼ 0.089). A seven

marker haplotype including the original SNPs described in

Puri et al16 and the new SNPs described here produced an

empirical significance of P¼0.0033 (Table 3). These

findings from the UCL sample provide additional evidence

for UHMK1 as a schizophrenia susceptibility gene.

The following markers were genotyped in the Aberdeen

sample: rs10494370, rs7513662, rs423227, rs6427680,

rs6604863, rs10753578 and rs6704428. Two of these SNPs

yielded evidence for association, rs7513662 (P¼0.0087)

and rs10753578 (P¼0.022) (Table 2). Allele A of rs7513662

was associated with schizophrenia in both the UCL and

Aberdeen samples. However, the distribution of allele

frequencies for SNP rs10753578 is in the opposite direction

to that found in the UCL sample. This phenomenon has

been observed before in disease association studies and

labelled a ‘Flip-flop’ association.29 It may indicate that the

variety of aetiological base pair changes in UHMK1 and the

haplotypes they are found within are different in Scotland

compared to England.29 However, until such time as the

flip flop effect becomes widely accepted as evidence of

association in replication studies then our finding in the

Aberdeen sample for rs10753578 could also be interpreted

as a lack of replication for that SNP. The four SNPs

originally implicated in the UCL sample produced

evidence for haplotypic association in the Aberdeen

sample (empirical permutation P¼0.0135) and the pre-

sence of two associated SNPs in the Aberdeen sample
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confirms UHMK1 as a gene increasing susceptibility to

schizophrenia. Of relevance is also the fact that haplotypic

association with the original four marker haplotype

(rs10494370, rs7513662, rs423227 and rs6427680)16 has

been confirmed and replicated (permutation P¼0.0135),

in addition a haplotype analysis of all seven markers in the

Aberdeen sample was replicated producing an empirical

P-value of 0.0004. Among the other haplotypes tested with

less than seven markers, the most significant in the

Aberdeen sample comprised markers rs7513662 and

rs10753578 (permutation P¼0.0002; see Table 3). It should

be noted that GENECOUNTING computes significance for

all possible haplotypes as a global test and does not give

significance for individual haplotypes for a given set of

markers.

Data from the UCL and Aberdeen samples were com-

bined and analysed together. Evidence for association was

stronger in the combined sample for three SNPs,

rs7513662, rs6427680 and rs6694863 (P¼0.0007, 0.0252

and 0.015 respectively). Haplotype association for the

original four markers was also significant (empirical

P¼0.011). However, the strongest evidence for association

came from haplotype analysis of all seven markers

(empirical P¼0.00005) as shown in Table 3.

Global haplotypic analyses of the UCL and Aberdeen

samples data showed that the same marker loci were

associated in both samples. The global analyses carried out

by GENECOUNTING include all combinations of alleles for

a given set of marker loci and test for both increases and

decreases in cases vs controls. However, because of their

much greater interest we show only haplotypes that are

increased in cases in Table 3. However, inspection of the

specific subgroups of alleles at these loci showed some

differences between the samples. In the UCL sample, the

four locus SNP haplotypes consisting of rs10494370-

rs7513662-rs423227-rs6427680 (haplotypes HAP-F and

HAP-G) were elevated in cases relative to controls (HAP-F

16.2% cases vs 13% controls; HAP-G 10.2% cases vs 6.5%

Figure 1 Linkage disequilibrium between all markers genotyped on chromosome 1q23.3, genotyped in the UCL dataset, produced by LocusView.
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controls). In the Aberdeen sample, haplotypes HAP-D and

HAP-E were elevated in cases relative to controls (32.7%

cases and 29.1% controls; 13.8% cases and 11.4% controls

respectively). However, in the analysis of the combined

samples all four haplotypes were elevated in cases relative

to controls (see Table 3). For the 7 SNP haplotype

analysis (rs10494370-rs7513662-rs423227-rs6427680-rs6694863-

rs10753578-rs6704428) the elevated haplotypes in the UCL

sample were HAP-B (12.2% cases 11.7% controls,) and HAP-C

(12.8% cases and 10.9% controls). In the Aberdeen sample

elevated haplotypes were HAP-A (30.2% cases and 24.8%

controls) and HAP-B (13.8% cases and 11.4% controls).

Haplotype HAP-B is elevated in both individual samples.

However, in the combined analysis all three haplo-

types (HAP-A, HAP-B and HAP-C) are more common

in cases.

Discussion
The failure to detect association between markers in

HSD17B7 and schizophrenia suggests that this gene is

unlikely to be involved in schizophrenia susceptibility in

the British population. The weakly positive result from

D1Z18 could be attributed to detecting LD with aetiologi-

cal base pair changes in the adjacent UHMK1 gene. Because

the markers found to show positive association in the

Aberdeen sample had already been shown to be positive in

the previously published UHMK1 association study based

on the UCL sample we argue on grounds of prior evidence

that further correction and re-interpretation of the sig-

nificance values of the current study are not required.

However, after applying a Bonferroni correction (P¼0.007

a 0.05) several of the single marker and haplotypic tests of

association in the whole sample survive correction for

multiple markers. The markers used in the haplotype

analyses were overlapping and showed strong intermarker

LD. Therefore each new set of haplotypic analysis should

be regarded as confirmatory rather than as new evidence

for association. We have replicated association between

UHMK1 markers and schizophrenia in a second case–

control sample. However, the new data from the Aberdeen

sample also need to be explained by invoking the flip-flop

phenomenon for marker rs10753578. An alternative

explanation for this marker is a non-replication. There is

a theoretical basis for this phenomenon which has been

shown with genetic modeling,29 but we also argue that the

conclusions of the study do not depend on this marker

alone and that for the other markers the strength of

associations with schizophrenia in the combined sample is

greater than in either sample alone. As noted above two

previous studies have implicated the microsatellite

D1S1679 by showing association or linkage with schizo-

Table 1 Tests of association between HAPMAP SNPs in HSD17B7 and schizophrenia in the UCL sample, UCSC March 2006
assembly positions

Marker Marker location
Base pair from
prior marker

Allelic bases or fragment sizes
with observed allele frequencies below w2 Pa

rs1892125 161031373 A C
UCL controls 142 764 2.11 0.14
UCL schizophrenia 118 772
rs1780019 161033100 1727 G A
UCL controls 193 679 1.22 0.27
UCL schizophrenia 173 693
rs2684881 161033792 692 A T
UCL controls 22 912 0.66 0.42
UCL schizophrenia 16 868
rs11589262 161037271 3479 G A
UCL controls 336 594 0.41 0.52
UCL schizophrenia 333 553
rs10917598 161040138 2867 C G
UCL controls 304 610 0.81 0.37
UCL schizophrenia 309 567
rs1039874 161043150 3012 C T
UCL controls 47 893 0.51 0.47
UCL schizophrenia 40 890
rs12402864 161048148 4998 A G
UCL controls 277 593 1.29 0.26
UCL schizophrenia 302 576
rs2805053 161048411 263 G A
UCL controls 458 452 0.06 0.81
UCL schizophrenia 450 434
8 SNP haplotype Global empirical

P-value
0.87

aTwo-tailed significance p from 2�2 w2 1 d.f.
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phrenia.17,18 D1S1679 is 105.9 kb from the 50 end of

UHMK1 and displays significant LD (LDPAIRS P-value from

Cramer’s V) with markers rs7532188, D1Z14, rs164160,

rs164167, rs164168 and rs164171 with P-values p1�10�5

in the promoter region of UHMK1. It should be noted here

that the more familiar D0 and r2 statistics cannot be used

for measure of LD with multiallelic microsatellite markers.

Evidence for association between schizophrenia and

D1S1679 is most likely due to LD with aetiological base

pair changes actually being in UHMK1. The fact that the

associations reported in the original study and the current

replication are not statistically very strong points to the

fact that there is locus heterogeneity and also allelic

heterogeneity for the involvement of UHMK1 in schizo-

Table 2 Tests for association of SNPs within UHMK1 in the UCL, Aberdeen and combined samples

Marker Marker location
Base pair from
prior marker Bases with observed allele frequencies w2 Pa

rs10494370b 160735537 G A
UCL controls 58 (0.07) 810 (0.93) 8.04 0.004
UCL schizophrenia 88 (0.11) 748 (0.89)
Aberdeen controls 110 (0.10) 1030 (0.90) 0.85 0.36
Aberdeen schizophrenia 141 (0.09) 1493 (0.91)
Combined controls 168 (0.08) 1840 (0.92) 1.12 0.29
Combined schizophrenia 229 (0.09) 2241 (0.91)
rs7513662b 160746769 11232 G A
UCL controls 317 (0.37) 537 (0.63) 4.12 0.043
UCL schizophrenia 269 (0.31) 561 (0.69)
Aberdeen controls 419 (0.37) 727 (0.63) 6.88 0.0087
Aberdeen schizophrenia 518 (0.32) 1112 (0.68)
Combined controls 736 (0.37) 1264 (0.63) 11.34 0.00075
Combined schizophrenia 787 (0.32) 1673 (0.68)
rs423227b 160751981 5212 C T
UCL controls 95 (0.11) 757 (0.89) 3.08 0.08
UCL schizophrenia 119 (0.14) 733 (0.86)
Aberdeen controls 151 (0.13) 969 (0.87) 0.031 0.86
Aberdeen schizophrenia 216 (0.13) 1414 (0.87)
Combined controls 246 (0.12) 1726 (0.88) 1.01 0.314
Combined schizophrenia 335 (0.13) 2147 (0.87)
rs6427680b 160756842 4861 C T
UCL controls 436 (0.5) 436 (0.5) 3.30 0.07
UCL schizophrenia 385 (0.46) 459 (0.54)
Aberdeen controls 554 (0.48) 600 (0.52) 1.76 0.18
Aberdeen schizophrenia 730 (0.45) 876 (0.55)
Combined controls 990 (0.49) 1036 (0.51) 5.01 0.025
Combined schizophrenia 1115 (0.46) 1335 (0.54)
rs6694863 160771556 14714 A C
UCL controls 72 (0.08) 868 (0.92) 5.37 0.02
UCL schizophrenia 46 (0.05) 868 (0.95)
Aberdeen controls 74 (0.06) 1074 (0.94) 1.26 0.26
Aberdeen schizophrenia 91 (0.05) 1583 (0.95)
Combined controls 146 (0.07) 1942 (0.93) 5.86 0.015
Combined schizophrenia 137 (0.05) 2451 (0.95)
rs10753578 160788440 16884 A G
UCL controls 157 (0.18) 729 (0.82) 5.7 0.017
UCL schizophrenia 201 (0.22) 703 (0.78)
Aberdeen controls 272 (0.23) 886 (0.77) 5.23 0.022
Aberdeen schizophrenia 332 (0.20) 1336 (0.80)
Combined controls 429 (0.21) 1615 (0.79) 0.049 0.83
Combined schizophrenia 533 (0.21) 2039 (0.79)
rs6704428 160795129 6689 G A
UCL controls 51 (0.06) 853 (0.94) 2.89 0.089
UCL schizophrenia 69 (0.08) 835 (0.92)
Aberdeen controls 93 (0.08) 1051 (0.92) 2.56 0.11
Aberdeen schizophrenia 109 (0.07) 1557 (0.93)
Combined Controls 144 (0.07) 1904 (0.93) 0.019 0.89
Combined Schizophrenia 178 (0.07) 2392 (0.93)

UCSC March 2006 assembly positions.
aTwo-tailed significance p from 2�2 w2 1 d.f.
bOriginal results published in Puri et al 2006.16

Bold values signify Po0.05.
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phrenia. We also observed allele and haplotype differences

between the two control groups in London and Scotland.

This may be due to the fact that we screened out all mental

illness in the UCL control sample, which was not done for

the Aberdeen control sample. It could also be due to gene

allele frequency differences between South England and

Scotland, which are very well known to exist. Because both

samples had regionally matched controls we do not think

any gene frequency differences between London and

Scotland would be confounded with evidence for associa-

tion. It seems most likely that any disease alleles are at low

frequency in the populations of South England and

Scotland or are of very low penetrance if they are present

at moderate or high frequency.

UHMK1 (U2AF homology motif kinase 1) is a serine/

threonine-protein kinase with an RNA recognition site and

it has been shown to be highly expressed in the brain.30

Both the gene and its protein are highly conserved between

mouse, rat and human. UHMK1 is also known to be highly

expressed in most parts of the mouse brain, particularly in

the amygdala and hippocampus, according to the Allen

Brain Atlas. The protein has the ability to phosphorylate

classical in vitro substrates such as myelin basic protein and

synapsin 131 as well as stathmin, a complex signal relay

protein. Stathmin is phosphorylated in response to many

signals such as hormone growth and differentiation factors,

neurotransmitters or upon activation of T lymphocytes. It

has also been proposed as a key regulator of microtubule

dynamics.31 UHMK1 was formerly named as KIST (kinase

interacting with stathmin) and had originally been dis-

covered by a yeast two hybrid screen using stathmin as

bait.32 The stathmin gene locus has been knocked out in the

mouse, and it was found that mice homozygous for

stathmin gene deletion lacked instinctive fear and had

other behavioural abnormalities. The stathmin knockout

also had weak memories for past aversive experiences such

as those in fear conditioning tests.33 The gene is highly

enriched in the lateral nucleus of the amygdala. Because of

the known interaction between UHMK1 protein and the

stathmin protein one could speculate a knockout of UHMK1

would also produce similar behavioural abnormalities. A

study comparing anterior cingulate cortex grey matter

proteomes between schizophrenia and controls found that

stathmin was increased by 1.8 fold change in a schizo-

phrenia cohort.34 It has also been found that the expression

of UHMK1 is significantly downregulated in mice treated

with the antipsychotic drugs clozapine and haloperidol

(Rizig et al 2008 (submitted)). Further independent replica-

tions of the association between UHMK1 and schizophrenia

are now needed in as many populations as possible.

Re-sequencing, gene expression analysis and several types

of conditional and knockout transgenic mice can now be

created to explore the normal and abnormal biological

functions of the UHMK1 gene.

Table 3 Haplotypic association with schizophrenia with UHMK1 markers

Alleles

Haplotype
Name

UCL Aberdeen Combined

Haplotype
Composition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cases Controls

Global
empirical

significance Cases Controls

Global
empirical

significance Cases Controls

Global
empirical

significance

1 rs10494370
2 rs7513662
3 rs423227
4 rs6427680
5 rs6694863
6 rs10753578
7 rs6704428

A A T T C G A HAP-A 26.9% 30.2% 0.0033 30.2% 24.8% 0.0004 29.1% 27.1% 0.00005
A A T C C G A HAP-B 12.2% 11.7% 13.8% 11.4% 13.2% 11.7%
A A C T C A A HAP-C 12.8% 10.9% 12.4% 12.8% 12.7% 11.9%

1 rs10494370
2 rs7513662
3 rs423227
4 rs6427680

A A T T HAP-D 30.1% 33.0% 0.0086 32.7% 29.1% 0.0135 31.9% 30.8% 0.011
A A T C HAP-E 12.3% 12.3% 13.7% 11.6% 13.2% 12.0%
A A C T HAP-F 16.2% 13.0% 13.1% 13.2% 13.4% 12.2%
G A T T HAP-G 10.2% 6.5% 8.3% 9.6% 8.9% 8.2%

2 rs7513662
6 rs10753578

A G HAP-H 45.1% 45.4% 0.024 48.3% 40.9% 0.0002 47.1% 42.6% 0.0004
A A HAP-I 22.3% 17.5% 19.9% 22.6% 20.9% 20.6%

3 rs423227
4 rs6427680
7 rs6704428

C T A HAP-J 14.1% 10.6% 0.067

1 rs10494370
2 rs7513662
5 rs6694863
6 rs10753578

A A C A HAP-K 16.2% 13.0% 0.004

2 rs7513662
4 rs6427680

A T HAP-L 54.3% 51.3% 0.0006
A C HAP-M 13.6% 12.0%

2 rs7513662
4 rs6427680
5 rs6694863

A T C HAP-N 54.3% 51.1% 0.00005
A C C HAP-Q 13.6% 11.8%
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